PRESS RELEASE
Caspian Partners With Octagon, Asia’s Largest
Over-The-Counter Crypto Fund
Caspian’s full stack crypto trading platform deployed by
Octagon as demand for institutional crypto trading intensifies
Hong Kong - 21 May 2018 — Caspian, the full-stack crypto trading, portfolio and
risk management platform for institutional and sophisticated investors, has today
announced a significant partnership with Octagon Strategy Limited (OSL), Asia’s
largest digital asset brokerage who has deployed Caspian’s full suite of crypto
trading tools, including an innovative portfolio management system to meet
increasing demand for crypto trading from institutional investors.

OSL is the largest OTC digital asset brokerage in Asia-Pacific and manages the buying
and selling of all major cryptocurrencies with clients in more than 50 countries
worldwide, including financial institutions, family offices and high net worth
individuals. Octagon has become recognised as the “Go To” institutional
cryptocurrency brokerage in Asia with transaction volumes topping US$1.5 Billion in
December 2017.
Founder and Managing Director of Octagon Strategy Limited, Dave Chapman said:
“We are seeing ever-increasing inflows of institutional funds, both into OSL
specifically and the cryptocurrency market in general. Caspian’s professional-grade
trade order, execution, compliance and risk management features that enable us to
meet investors’ regulatory and operational needs is a much welcomed necessity in
this space.”

Caspian is a solution that addresses the needs of sophisticated traders and asset
managers by offering a full suite covering the life cycle of the trade. The system
enables investors to track performance, stay within their compliance limits, and
understand their risk and exposure. The unified trading module enables trading
across multiple exchanges and utiliise algorithms to reduce slippage and improve
performance.
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About Caspian:
Caspian is a joint venture between Tora and Kenetic, who have successful track records
in asset management and cryptocurrency investing. Tora is a leading supplier of asset
management technology, including an OEMS that averages monthly notional equity
volume exceeding US$100 billion and is currently responsible for 17% of Japanese
institutional equity trading volume. Kenetic is a blockchain firm committed to
expanding

the

development

and

adoption

of

blockchain

platforms

through

investments, advisory services, community and technology. More information is
available at: https://caspian.tech

